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Abstract

In the eleventh International Classification of Diseases (ICD-11) of the World Health

Organization, gambling disorder and gaming disorder are included in the category

‘disorders due to addictive behaviours’, which can be specified further as occurring

either predominantly offline or predominantly online. Other specific problematic

behaviours may be considered for the category ‘other specified disorders due to

addictive behaviours’. The Research Unit FOR 2974, funded by the German Research

Foundation (Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft, DFG), focuses on the most prominent

online addictive behaviours: gaming, pornography use, buying-shopping and social-

networks use. The main goal of the Research Unit is to contribute to a better under-

standing of the common and differential psychological as well as neurobiological

mechanisms involved in these specific types of Internet-use disorders. We aim to

investigate theoretically argued (bio)psychological processes with a focus on

concepts coming from research of substance-use disorders, for example, cue

reactivity and craving, executive functions and specific inhibitory control, coping,

implicit cognitions, and decision making. One central characteristic of the Research

Unit is that we will investigate all participants using a comprehensive core battery of

experimental paradigms, neuropsychological tasks, questionnaires, biomarkers,

ambulatory assessment, and a 6-month follow-up survey. Beyond the anticipated

contributions to the scientific understanding of the mechanisms involved in the

development and maintenance of respective online addictive behaviours, we also

expect contributions to clinical practice by showing which affective and cognitive

mechanisms may be addressed more intensively to optimize treatment.

K E YWORD S

buying-shopping disorder, cue-reactivity, gaming disorder, inhibitory control, problematic
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1 | INTRODUCTION

The German Research Foundation (Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft,

DFG) has decided to fund our transregional Research Unit,

‘Affective and cognitive mechanisms of specific Internet-use

disorders (ACSID)’ (FOR 2974) in September 2020. The Research

Unit consists of 11 principal investigators (PIs) of several sites of

Germany representing various disciplines: Cognitive Psychology/

Neuropsychology, Clinical Psychology/Psychosomatic Medicine, and

Personality and Molecular Psychology. We will receive substantial

funding for our research programme for up to 6 years (first funding

period is 3 years). Establishing this Research Unit gives us the

unique opportunity to contribute in a broader and comprehensive

way to a better scientific understanding of the potential psychologi-

cal mechanisms and underlying neurobiological correlates of rela-

tively new types of addictive behaviours. The insights will hopefully

inspire both research and clinical practice.

2 | MOTIVATION

Over the last decades, there have been controversial debates

regarding whether behavioural addictions should be acknowledged

as mental disorders and if so, whether they should be classified

along with substance-related disorders. These controversies have

abated in 2018, when the World Health Organization has decided

to classify gambling disorder and gaming disorder as ‘disorders due

to addictive behaviours’ in the ICD-11, which are considered as

occurring either predominantly offline (without using the Internet)

or predominantly online (on the Internet).1 Other problematic

behaviours may be considered for the ICD-11 category ‘other
specified disorders due to addictive behaviours’. In particular, we

consider problematic online pornography use (although this may also

be considered a subtype of compulsive sexual behaviour disorder in

the ICD-11), problematic online buying-shopping, and problematic

use of social networks as potential disorders belonging to this

category.2 For gaming disorder and the other relatively new and

predominantly online-related disorders, which we subsume under

the umbrella term Internet-use disorders (IUD), theoretical

frameworks considering the psychological processes of symptom

development and maintenance have been recently proposed.3–5

Studies addressing the (bio-)psychological processes involved in dif-

ferent types of the aforementioned predominantly online addictive

behaviours are needed in order to improve prevention and

treatment. The Research Unit focuses on the most prominent pre-

dominantly online addictive behaviours: gaming, pornography use,

buying-shopping and social-networks use.2 We will also include

groups with other addictive behaviours (gambling disorder) and

substance-related disorders (alcohol and tobacco).

Based on a comprehensive theoretical model, namely, the Interac-

tion of Person-Affect-Cognition-Execution (I-PACE) model,4 which

has been updated and specified very recently,5 we aim to investigate

the involvement of the theoretically argued (bio-)psychological

processes, in particular affective and cognitive mechanisms, involved

in the development and maintenance of predominantly online

addictive behaviours.

3 | THEORETICAL AND EMPIRICAL
BACKGROUND: A CONSOLIDATED
SUMMARY

The I-PACE model (and its update) is based upon theoretical assump-

tions, which are well-known in research on substance-use disorders.

Important theoretical constructs that are integrated in the model are

craving and cue reactivity,6,7 and the role of (associative) learning

mechanisms, in particular conditioning processes,7–9 which are the

main basis for cue reactivity and craving.10,11 The idea that attentional

biases, executive functions, and disadvantageous decision making as

well as reductions in inhibitory control make an important contribu-

tion to the development and maintenance of a specific IUD is based

on dual-process theories as well as other (neuroscientific) theories of

addictions.12–23 The main interactions considered important in the

I-PACE model are those between a person's core characteristics

(e.g., personality and psychopathology) and affective aspects

(e.g., craving and motivation to experience pleasure or to reduce

negative mood), cognitive aspects (e.g., reward expectancies, coping

style and implicit cognitions), executive functions, and decision making
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in the course of the development and maintenance of a specific IUD.

The core constructs within the I-PACE model, which are also central

to the Research Unit's main goals and aims, are summarized in

Table 1. The I-PACE model also considers conditioning processes that

lead to a generalization of situational features and thus trigger cue

reactivity and craving. This may be the main reason why the addictive

behaviour becomes habitual and/or compulsive in the course of the

addiction process.30–32

Several studies on predisposing variables, affective and

cognitive correlates and executive functions exist for the different

types of IUD, as described in several review articles and meta-analy-

sis.33–37 The majority of previous studies, however, were limited to

the investigation of a very specific aspect related to a particular

type of IUD, without considering systematic interactions (moderat-

ing and mediating effects) among a comprehensive set of variables.

Consequently, no previous studies have systematically and compre-

hensively investigated common and distinct interactions between

general and specific predisposing variables, affective and cognitive

processes, and behavioural mechanisms potentially underlying

different types of IUD.

4 | CHALLENGES AND GOALS OF THE
RESEARCH UNIT

Based on the updated I-PACE model,5 the overall goal of the Research

Unit is to contribute to a better understanding of the common and

differential psychological and neurobiological processes underlying

different types of IUD. We will focus on the affective and cognitive

mechanisms, because these processes are considered to be central to

the development and maintenance of specific IUDs in most of the

existing theoretical frameworks. By testing the assumptions of this

model systematically, we will also be able to contribute to theory

improvement, because the results should show which of the theoreti-

cal assumptions of the model are valid for which specific type of IUD

and dependent upon which stage of the addiction process, that is, at

the beginning of the disorder (early stage) or during its manifestation

(later stage).

The overall hypotheses that guide all projects are as follows.

(1) The mechanisms summarized in the theoretical model, that is, the

assumed interactions between predisposing variables and moderators

and mediators, can significantly explain the severity of specific types

of IUD. (2) There are common and differential predictors and modera-

tors/mediators across the different types of IUD. (3) The interactions

develop in a specific manner depending upon the stage of the disorder

process.

By investigating these overall hypotheses, we will not only

contribute to a better scientific understanding of the psychological

processes but also be able to contribute to clinical applications. For

instance, showing which mechanisms should be addressed more

intensively in prevention and treatment can have a valuable impact on

clinical practice. We aim at revealing how current techniques of

cognitive-behavioural therapy might be extended in the future by

considering specific techniques tapping into particular affective-

cognitive mechanisms.

5 | METHODOLOGICAL APPROACHES
AND COMPOSITION OF THE RESEARCH
PROJECTS

We will use the same core battery of experimental paradigms

(including tasks with different addiction-related stimuli), cognitive

tasks, assessment of biomarkers and questionnaires in the laboratory

and online surveys in the research projects (Figure 1). By applying a

core battery of the same tests to every participant, it will be possible

to analyse the data among projects and to test the central hypotheses

as well as the overall theoretical model of the Research Unit for all

types of IUD in comparison with gambling disorder, alcohol-use disor-

der, and tobacco-use disorder. Furthermore, the data from the core

battery will enable a comparison of addicted individuals with both

risky users (who may describe initial symptoms, but do not yet

meet all the criteria for diagnosing a disorder) and recreational/

nonproblematic users. All participants will be additionally examined

with an end-of-day ambulatory assessment for 14 days after the

TABLE 1 Summary and definitions of the core constructs used in
theories and research on substance-use disorders, which are
integrated in the I-PACE model and focused upon in the Research
Unit

Construct

Definition/description and typical pattern

in the context of substance-use disorders

Cue reactivity Physiological, emotional and cognitive

responses to conditioned addiction-

related stimuli7,11

Craving Intense and urgent desire, subjective

experience of desiring drug intake,

potentially a result of cue reactivity, and

reward craving and relief craving24

Attentional bias Automatic cognitive processes (including

implicit associations) underlying the

effect that drug abusers become easily

aware of addiction-related stimuli in

their environment25–27

Approach-avoidance-

tendency

Competing action-tendency states

depending on subjective experiences;

approach tendencies are closely related

to cue reactivity and craving6,28

Use expectancies Explicit expectancies about the effects of

drug intake, including positive effects

and relief expectancies29

Inhibitory control and

executive functions

Diminished ability to control and regulate

craving and addiction-related urges; top-

down control of behavior19,20

Decision making Choice of immediate reward; preference

for short-term rewarding behaviours

despite negative long-term

consequences14,20

Abbreviation: I-PACE, Interaction of Person-Affect-Cognition-Execution.
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investigation in the laboratory. A 6-month follow-up investigation

(online survey) will also be conducted with all participants. A cross-

sectional comparison of individuals with recreational/nonproblematic

use, risky use, and pathological use of specific Internet applications

together with a follow-up investigation will allow for the identification

of concomitants of a predominantly online addictive behaviour. We

will be able to have a 4 (types of IUD) � 3 (stages of addiction pro-

cess) complete matrix within the Research Unit. In addition, some

more groups will be included, enabling the IUD groups to be contra-

sted with another recognized behavioural addiction (gambling disor-

der) and substance-use disorder (alcohol-use disorder and tobacco-

use disorder).

The data of the core battery, the ambulatory assessment, and the

follow-up investigation will be analysed in the research project of PI

Brand, which has the character of an umbrella project by compelling

all data and testing comprehensively the overall hypotheses. All pro-

jects will contribute to testing and revising/specifying the theoretical

model, but also have their own additional specific connections with

other projects and their own specific aims and hypotheses. The pro-

ject of PI Steins-Loeber and PI Müller will address the aspect of

appetitive conditioning and automatized habitual responding in com-

bination with stress induction in individuals with risky use of games

and buying-shopping, respectively. In the project of PI Klucken and PI

Stark, potential deficits in appetitive extinction learning will be studied

experimentally and with functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI)

in participants with gaming disorder and pornography-use disorder.

These will be compared with participants with risky use of games or

pornography and participants with nonproblematic use of games or

pornography. The project of PI Brand, PI Wolf, and PI Diers will inves-

tigate the interaction of cue reactivity and craving (behaviourally and

with fMRI) with executive functions/specific inhibitory control,

decision making, and effects of acute stress in individuals with gaming

disorder and those with pornography-use disorder. These will be com-

pared with risky users and nonproblematic users of games and por-

nography, respectively. PI Müller, PI Wegmann, and PI Wolf will

investigate the effects of acute stress on cue-reactivity and implicit

cognitions in buying-shopping disorder and social-networks-use disor-

der in their project. In the project of PI Wölfling and PI Steins-Loeber,

the effects of implicit associations and cue-induced impulse control in

individuals with gaming disorder compared with individuals with gam-

bling disorder and individuals with alcohol-use disorder will be investi-

gated. The project of PI Rumpf, PI Wegmann, and PI Montag will

address the effects of reinforcement experiences in individuals with

social-networks-use disorder and individuals with tobacco-use

disorder, compared with individuals with risky use and individuals with

nonproblematic use of social networks and individuals with

nonproblematic tobacco use.

There are several synergies between the projects. One major ben-

efit is expected from the investigation of individuals at different

stages of disorder, even if the studies are cross-sectional in the first

funding period with a brief 6-month longitudinal assessment. Buying-

shopping disorder, for example, will be examined in two projects (PIs

Steins-Loeber/Müller and PIs Müller/Wegmann/Wolf), of which one

project will include individuals with risky use of shopping applications

and the other project will include individuals with pathological use. In

both projects, participants will perform a cue-reactivity paradigm and

the same standardized laboratory stress induction. This approach

offers the unique opportunity to learn more about the trajectories of

cue-reactivity, craving, and psychological and neurobiological stress

reactivity from early to later stages of buying-shopping disorder.

Other examples for synergies are the projects in which recreational,

risky, and pathological gaming and pornography use will be

F IGURE 1 Main groups of
interest in the Research Unit,
comparison groups and summary
of the core battery, which will be
applied to all participants. All
participants will undergo a
comprehensive diagnostic
interview, supplemented by
questionnaires, before starting

with the core battery
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investigated. In this context, one project (PIs Klucken/Stark) will

examine neural correlates of extinction of cue-reactivity in the afore-

mentioned groups using fMRI. Another project (PIs Brand/Wolf/Diers)

will investigate potential differences in neural responses (fMRI) to dis-

tal versus proximal cues related to gaming and pornography. Risky use

of social networks will be investigated in the project of PI Rumpf, PI

Wegmann, and PI Montag, whereas pathological use of social

networks will be examined in the project of PI Müller, PI Wegmann

and PI Wolf. In summary, we will have synergies across the projects

on different levels: common constructs that are in the focus of spe-

cific projects and methods that will be applied. The systematically

designed synergies are summarized in Figure 2.

The psychological and neuroscientific approaches in the projects

cover a wide range of methods: experimental paradigms with

addiction-related cues, standard neurocognitive tasks, fMRI, neuroen-

docrinological measures (salivary cortisol and hair cortisol), genetic

markers, eye-tracking and skin conductance responses.

Several sites of the Research Unit belong to Departments of

Psychosomatic Medicine/Clinical Psychology/Psychiatry, including

cognitive behavioural outpatient clinics, or they collaborate with treat-

ment facilities, which will serve as referral sources for participants

who need treatment. The participants with pathological use of specific

Internet applications will be recruited mainly at these treatment facili-

ties and will be offered treatment after the investigation if needed.

6 | OUTLOOK

Our vision is to continue contributing to theory building on two levels:

(1) reducing complexity by examining the most relevant mechanisms,

which are valid for all types of addictive behaviours, resulting in an

update of the model, and (2) defining disorder-specific mechanisms,

which may then also specify environmental/product features in

disorder-specific models.

We will concentrate on the four specific IUDs in the first funding

period. The main reason is that we aim at setting a clear focus within

the Research Unit. Therefore, we have decided to consider gaming dis-

order first, given that gaming disorder has been included in DSM-5

(section III) and ICD-11 and can therefore be regarded as a prototype of

IUDs. We then have considered the recent literature on clinical rele-

vance of other online-related behaviours, and we have concentrated on

those behaviours which are currently discussed as potential addictive

behaviours, but for which the empirical evidence regarding affective

and cognitive processes is scarce. Besides a clear focus, this allows for a

synergistic choreography of the projects and having larger samples of

the combined groups per specific IUD. As a consequence, gambling dis-

order, which is a very prevalent and recognized behavioural addiction, is

included as a comparison group in one project, only. Alcohol-use and

tobacco-use disorders are also included as examples of substance-use

disorders as comparison groups. Including more groups/individuals with

substance-use disorders would go beyond the current scope of the

Research Unit in terms of the time for realization within the 3-year

funding and the limited number of projects. However, we will compare

our findings with those from the gambling disorder and substance-use

disorder field in joint analyses with colleagues studying gambling disor-

der and substance-use disorders on the level of meta-analysis or even

mega-analysis. Based on the results from the first funding period, we

may consider inclusion of more diverse behavioural addictions as com-

parison groups in the proposal for the second funding period.

We are convinced that the findings of our Research Unit will

make important contributions. It is important not to overpathologize

everyday-life behaviour while concurrently not to trivialize conditions

that are of clinical relevance and that deserve public health consider-

ations. The results of our projects will hopefully be transferred into

clinical applications and may inspire how treatments may be optimized

by targeting more specifically affective and cognitive mechanisms

involved in online-related addictive behaviours. The current psycho-

therapy for gaming disorder, pornography-use disorder and buying-

F IGURE 2 Synergies across
the projects regarding data
exchange (grey arrows), shared
constructs (orange lines) and
shared methods (blue lines).
AUD, alcohol-use disorder; GD,
gambling disorder, fMRI,
functional magnetic resonance
imaging; TSST, Trier Social Stress
Test; TUD, tobacco-use disorder
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shopping disorder is based on treatment manuals, which were

developed and validated by certain PIs of the Research Unit.38–40 There

is, however, currently no comprehensive and nationwide health care

service for patients with IUDs in Germany. Treatment options exist pri-

marily in special outpatient clinics of university hospitals, and some of

those are included in the Research Unit. However, most patients are

treated by local psychotherapist. Potential proof-of-concept studies

within the Research Unit may include cognitive-bias modification, in

particular avoidance-training, inhibition training as well as cue-exposure

and craving regulation techniques. However, considering these

approaches requires a better understanding of the mechanisms involved

in specific IUDs, which we will be addressing in the Research Unit. One

further goal of the Research Unit, beyond contributing to a better scien-

tific understanding of IUDs, is to disseminate the current knowledge

about mechanisms involved in the development and maintenance of

IUDs to raise awareness in society and clinical practice about the poten-

tially problematic behaviours in the context of Internet usage.
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